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Action Plan
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SOUTHEASTERN
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collaboration • decrease
duplication • community
partnerships • we take care
of the people who live here
• Diversity
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Goal 1: Our region is an attractive place to live,
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Goal 2: Our region is resilient.
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Goal 3: Our future mindset drives our momentum.
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Regional Vitality Planning Summit

Together we
grow what
we have to
diversify;
fueling
opportunities
that are
naturally
SE Alberta.
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PARTNER WELCOME
AND INTRODUCTION
Medicine Hat College, the City of Medicine Hat, and the Medicine Hat
and District Chamber of Commerce have come together to encourage
regional vitality through collaborative action and mutual advocacy
within Southeastern Alberta.

The Regional Vitality Action Planning Project unearthed common
issues, identified collective advocacy opportunities. and developed the
goals and strategies to build a united and vibrant region.
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“This experience has enabled
participants to learn much
about the many things we have
in common. Moving forward,
we can use these experiences
to identify areas in which we
have shared interests and work
together to achieve goals for our
“We were pleased to evaluate concepts that

mutual benefits.”

encompass our people, culture, sustainability,
health, education, agriculture, innovation, economy

- Robert

and wellness, and work collectively to identify

CAO, CITY OF MEDICINE HAT

Nicolay,

common trends and advocacy opportunities within
our Regional Vitality Planning. It will take a collective
effort of people willing to advance the goals and

“It was encouraging to see so

objectives to create momentum, make an impact

much support and engagement

and drive our future forward.”

from across our region. When we
come together and have these

- Lisa

conversations it becomes

Kowalchuk, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

MEDICINE HAT & DISTRICT CHAMBER

clear that by collectively looking

OF COMMERCE.

at our challenges through
a regional lens we actually
create opportunity.”

- Kevin

Shufflebotham,

PRESIDENT AND CEO, MHC
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PHOTO CREDIT
CITY OF MEDICINE HAT
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Goal 1
Our region is an
attractive place to live,
work and play.

STRATEGY 1:
We will offer access to resources people need to
live the life they want.

STRATEGY 2:
Our strength is the region’s people and relationships. Through our

We will minimize duplication through collaboration.

collaborative nature and partnerships, we take care of each other.
We prepare our communities to be resilient by opening minds
through education and resources that matter.
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STRATEGY 3:
We will build community networks.
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Goal 2:
STRATEGY 1:

Our region is resilient.
Our future is in our wide open spaces. Together we grow what we
have to diversify; fueling opportunities that are naturally SE Alberta.

We will boost advances in agriculture, technology
and resources industries.

STRATEGY 2:
We will pursue economic diversity.

We are the workforce of tomorrow.
STRATEGY 3:
We will source reliable internet.
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Goal 3:
Our future mindset
drives our momentum.

STRATEGY 1:
We will advocate collectively for regional vitality.

STRATEGY 2:
We create attractive futures for our region by taking risks and

We will tap into our collective skills and expertise.

viewing change positively. We see our region as part of a changing
world. We advocate for opportunity; our voice is no longer quiet.
STRATEGY 3:
We will challenge conventional thinking.
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capitalize on what is
naturally SE AB • economic
vitality and diversity •
agriculture • wide open
spaces,
attractive
for
families, uniqueness
•
expertise • workforce of
tomorrow • open to change
and ready for opportunity
technology,
education,
youth • a changing world
powers our vitality •
collective untapped skills
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REGIONAL VITALITY
PLANNING SUMMIT
We advocate for opportunity; our voice is no longer quiet. More than 60 people engaged
in a spirited and action focused conversation in February, 2021. Connecting virtually,
participants from across Southeastern Alberta shared their passion for the region, and
aspirations for its future.

Regional vitality is up to us, together. We must collectively bring the Regional Vitality
Action Plan to life. Our challenge now is to make connections with others across the
region, and sustain our energy through those connections to create our future.
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Regional Vitality Planning Summit
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Regional Vitality Planning Summit
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Regional Vitality Planning Summit
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Thank you to all that engaged in
conversations on a collective future for
southeastern Alberta. Your passion,
ideas, resilience, advocacy and future
mindset proves that together we can
build a vital southeastern Alberta.

